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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR
For me, 2010 has
brought a great number of changes. For
example, I am now
not only an Aerospace Engineer, but I
now reside in the
Department of Neurosurgery. I moved
from the University
B. Barry Lieber
of Miami last month
to take a position in the Department of
Neurological Surgery at Stony
Brook. The weather provided me with
a snowy and very chilly welcome and I
am looking forward like never before to
getting down the beach to join you at
our 2010 SBC conference. The January 15 SBC abstract deadline is fast
approaching so get your abstracts in
and join me in Florida!

Our division has been preparing for
2010 for over a decade. In this very
column of our newsletter, Peter
Torzilli described in Fall 1998 our
“BED Vision 2010.” Although more
than a decade ago, Gerard Ateshian
had just developed the first BED website on ASMENET, and SBC abstracts
had to be mailed in on paper by early
November -- the challenges we chose
for ourselves were quite forwardlooking:
“BED Vision 2010: To provide international leadership in Biomechanical
Engineering for the interchange of
technology, direction of educational
programs, and promotion of professional development in academia and
industry.”
(Continued on page 2)
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Welcome to the fall and winter Thanks to all who conedition of your favorite newsletter tributed to this edition
from your friends at your favorite of our newsletter!
ASME division!
Send comments and
We are just a few days away from contributions to:
the abstract deadline for our
meeting on the beach in Florida. Guy M. Genin
Be certain to submit your ab- Editor, BED Newsletter
stracts by Friday, January 15!
Dept. of Mechanical, Aerospace,
Interested in reviewing some of and Structural Engineering
Washington University in St. Louis
these abstracts? Please email
St. Louis, MO 63130
the technical committee chairs genin@wustl.edu
(addresses on the back cover).
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UPCOMING EVENT!

2010 Summer Bioengineering
Conference
Naples, Florida
June 16 – 19, 2010
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MESSAGE FROM THE OUTGOING CHAIR
Serving as chair of the Bioengineering Division from 2008-2009
was a professionally and personally enriching experience, and I am
very grateful to the Division members for the opportunity. We tackled both small and large(r) issues
which hopefully resulted in satisfactory outcomes. I hadn’t realized how many matters require
the chair’s attention, as I was going through it, until my term ended
and all of a sudden, a new chair is
in place. I am of course relieved
to receive fewer emails J but also
wistful to not be right in the thick
of things. You may conclude then
that it was a very enjoyable year.
To have been the first female
chair of the division was of course
very rewarding. We have had so
many outstanding Division chairs
over our history that I am honored
to be listed among them. And to
have worked with so many dedicated members in strengthening
our division was a joy. Everyone

brings different talents to the table and ideas to progress the Division into next phases. In my session at SBC 2009 about how to
get involved in BED, I described
the different committees of the
division, their roles, and then
ended with how to get involved.
We should be very proud that
many opportunities exist for members to participate in the Division’s
functions. Indicating interest, taking a lead in a specific area, and
thoroughly following through is
often all it takes. Few other societies can make that claim. As I
look back on the roles I served for
BED, I have been truly blessed
with the experiences – from Solids
Technical Committee member to
its vice-chair and chair, from
IMECE BED Program Representative to IMECE BED Program Chair,
to Information Chair for SBC 2003
and Conference Chair for SBC
2005, to Treasurer and then Division Secretary-Elect/Secretary/

Chair.
As I concluded at
the
SBC
2009 banquet, BED
is now in
the
very
capable
Jennifer S. Wayne
hands
of
my successor, Barry Lieber, chair
for 2009-2010. And with the talents of the rest of the Executive
Committee, the organizing committee for SBC 2010, our Journal
Technical Editors and their Associate Editors, the Technical Committees, the Honors Committees, and
Representatives to both internal
and external entities, the Bioengineering Division has much to look
forward.
Jennifer S. Wayne
BED Chair, 2008-2009

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR (CONTINUED)
How have we done? The BED’s
leadership of the past decade is
to be congratulated. Thanks to
all of you, and especially Jennifer
Wayne, for handing me the reins
of a well-maintained machine. I’d
like to use this space to describe
our successes, and begin the discussion for the planning of our
next decade.
The first objective associated
with BED Vision 2010 was to
make BED the forum of choice
for discourse in biomechanical
engineering. As you’ll read elsewhere in this newsletter, we have

well beyond expectations. Three
successes deserve special
note. The first is our flagship journal, Journal of Biomechanical Engineering. Under Michael Sacks’
leadership, our impact factor has
been climbing, and our international presence has solidified. When Ken Diller was editor
in 1998, his goal was reduction of
submission-to-publication time to
less than a year; we now count
this interval in weeks for electronic
pre-publication!
The second success is our new
Journal of Medical Devices. Arthur

Erdman and Gerald Miller have
launched this into a tremendous
success, and it is in my opinion
already the premier journal on the
subject.
The third is our SBC conference. In 1998, the ASME IMECE
was our primary annual meeting,
but we now have a thriving SBC
that is the best place one can go
to find rigorous application of engineering principles to biomedical
problems. The meeting has grown
continually, and discussions now
evolved to on how we can keep
the meeting from growing beyond

SOCIETY AWARDS
NEWS

“just the right size.”
Our second objective was growth
of educational programs. Our
Education Committee has grown
to become a significant contributor to the SBC, and now boasts
the best set of training symposia
and workshops in addition to
regular technical sessions at the
conference.
Our third objective was promotion
of professional development. We
developed the reputation of being the friendliest division in
ASME, and there is no place
where it is easier to get involved
in the community and make connections. Be sure to show up a
day early for the technical committee meetings—most of them
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are open to the membership and
you are invited to not only to attend, but participate as well. To
top it all, our three major awards
have now been established as society level awards for recognition
of outstanding researchers at all
stages of their career.
For the uninitiated, the gem session of the BED’s own “BED-Rock”
rock band is not to be missed!
So what’s next for BED? We now
have the mission of developing a
vision for the next decade. What
does biomechanical engineering
mean in the context of the multiple biochemical and biophysical
phenomena that contribute to mechanics at every level of cell, tissue, and organ, and in the context

BED Vision 2010 : To provide
international leadership in
Biomechanical Engineering
for the interchange of
technology, direction of
educational programs, and
promotion of professional
development in academia and
industry

of diagnostic and therapeutic devices and techniques. What will
our unique role be in 2020? How
can we grow in new ways while
continuing to build upon our successes from the past decade? I
look forward to discussing this
with you next summer!
B. Barry Lieber, Chair
ASME Bioengineering Division

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS AWARDS
The ASME Bioengineering Division (BED) is pleased to announce the 2009 winners of the
three society-level awards that it
issues: Thomas P. Andriacchi
(H.R. Lissner Medal), Michael
Sacks (V.C. Mow Medal), and
Robert L. Mauck (Y.C. Fung
Medal). These three awards were
presented at our 2009 Summer
Bioengineering Conference
(SBC). Awardees are selected
from a pool of nominees by committees of experts from the BED
(chaired by the individuals listed
below). To nominate yourself or
a colleague for a 2011 award,
please contact the chairs of the
appropriate committee no later
than September 1, 2010.
In addition to these, BED mem-

bers are eligible for a series of
awards issued by ASME. The first
of these is promotion to fellow.
The BED is pleased to announce
that 12 of our members were
promoted to the grade of ASME
Fellow this year. Instructions for
nominating a colleague for promotion are described in the
membership committee’s report
on page 7.
The second is the Robert Henry
Thurston Lecture Award. This
award, a society award since
2000, “provides an outstanding
leader in pure or applied science
or engineering with the honor of
presenting to the Society a lecture that encourages stimulating
thinking on a subject.”
The
award is administered by the Ba-

sic Engineering Technical Group;
nominations should be sent to
U.S. Rohatgi (rohatgi@bnl.gov);
questions can be directed to Van
Mow (vcm1@columbia.edu), the
BED’s representative to the selection committee.
Finally, the ASME presents the
Dedicated Service Award to
“honor dedicated voluntary service to the Society marked by
outstanding performance, demonstrated effective leadership,
prolonged and committed service, devotion, enthusiasm and
faithfulness this is awarded by
the ASME Committee on Honors;
queries can be directed to
mckivorf@asme.org.

SOCIETY AWARDS
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2009 Y.C. FUNG YOUNG INVESTIGATOR AWARD
The Y.C. Fung Young Investigator
Award recognizes outstanding
investigators, early in their careers, for innovative quality research and a demonstrated commitment to bioengineering. This
award was a division level award
from 1985 to 1998, but has
been a society level award since
1998.
Robert L. Mauck is Assistant Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery

1986 Mark H. Holmes
1987 Steven A. Goldstein
1989 David N. Ku
1990 Jay D. Humphrey
1991 Michael Kwan
1992 Cheng Zhu
1993 John A. Frangos
1994 Mehmet Toner
1995 Cheng Dong
1996 Tony Keaveny
1997 Gerard A. Ateshian
1998 Louis J. Soslowsky
1999 Rebecca Richards-Kortum
2000 Farshid Guilak
2001 David F. Meaney
2002 Jeffrey A. Weiss
2003 Sangeeta N. Bhatia
2004 Richard E. Debski
2005 Jeffrey W. Holmes
2006 Beth Winkelstein
2007 Stavros Thomopoulos
2008 Gabriel A. Silva
2009 Robert L. Mauck

and Bioengineering at the University of Pennsylvania, and member
of the Institute for Medicine in
Engineering, the Institute for Regenerative Medicine, and the
Penn Center for Musculoskeletal
Disorders. Dr. Mauck obtained
undergraduate degrees in Biochemistry and Biomedical Engineering at Columbia University
(1998) where he won the Reiss
Biomedical Engineering Award
and graduated with “honors with
distinction.” He completed a PhD
at Columbia in the Cellular Engineering and Musculoskeletal Biomechanics Laboratories as a
Whitaker Foundation Graduate
Research Fellow (2003).
Dr.
Mauck carried out postdoctoral
studies (2003-2005) at the National Institutes of Health in the
Cartilage Biology and Orthopaedics Branch in NIAMS and joined
the faculty at Penn in the McKay
Orthopaedic Research Laboratory
in 2005. Dr. Mauck’s research
program at Penn focuses on the
engineering of musculoskeletal
tissues, with a particular focus on
articular cartilage, the knee meniscus, and the intervertebral
disc. Dr. Mauck’s research team
currently consists of six Ph.D. students, one postdoctoral fellow, a
research engineer, and a multitude of undergraduate students.
Dr. Mauck plays an active role in
the American Society for Mechanical Engineers, the Orthopaedic Research Society and the
Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine International
Society. Dr. Mauck has published more than forty four peerreviewed journal articles and re-

Robert L. Mauck

views as well as more than 130
conference abstracts, five book
chapters, and one provisional
patent.
Most recently, Dr.
Mauck’s work, along with his collaborators at Penn, was recognized with the 2008 ISSLS Prize
in Biomechanics from the International Society for the Study of
the Lumbar Spine. Dr. Mauck
has received funding for his work
from a variety of sources, including the NIH, the Aircast Foundation, the NFL Charities, and the
Human Frontiers in Science Program.
Jay D. Humphrey, Chair
Y. C. Fung Young Investigator Award
Committee
2008—2011

SOCIETY AWARDS
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2009 VAN C. MOW MEDAL
structure-functionbiomechanics of native and
engineered soft tissues, and
linking these studies to underlying cell-tissue mechanobiological interactions.

2005 Kyriacos A. Athanasiou
2006 Robert Lie-Yuan Sah
2007 Lori A. Setton
2008 Scott L. Delp
2009 Michael Sacks

The Van C. Mow Medal is bestowed upon an individual who
has made significant contributions to the field of bioengineering through research, education,
professional development, leadership in the development of the
profession, mentoring of young
bioengineers, and service to the
bioengineering community. The
individual must have earned a
Ph.D. or equivalent degree between ten and twenty years prior
to June 1 of the year of the
award. The award was established by the Bioengineering Division in 2004.
Michael Sacks is the John A.
Swanson Chair in the Department of Bioengineering at the
University of Pittsburgh. He received BS (1981) and MS (1983)
degrees in Engineering Mechanics from Michigan State University, and a PhD in Biomedical Engineering (1992) from the UT
Southwestern Medical Center
under C.J. Chuong.
Dr. Sacks’ research focuses on
characterization and modeling of

He has focused on mechanical
behavior and function of native
aortic and mitral heart valves,
including development of the
first constitutive models for
these tissues using a structural
approach. Recent work includes multi-scale studies of
cell/tissue/organ mechanical
interactions in native and engineered heart valves, emphasizing the local stress environment for heart valve interstitial
cells. T
his work aims to utilize an integrated experimental/multiscale finite element approach
to determine how hemodynamic loading on the valve
translates to altered stress
states on the valve interstitial
cell function and, in-turn,
changes in local extracellular
structure/composition and
valve function.
His research efforts have led to
more than 135 journal articles,
many book chapters, and over
300 conference proceedings.
He is on the editorial board of
five major journals.
Dr. Sacks has also mentored
many undergraduate and
graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, and is PI on a
NIBIB Training Grant on Biomechanics in Regenerative Medicine.

Michael Sacks

In 2001, Dr. Sacks was named
an Established Investigator of the
American Heart Association; in
2006, he was named one of Scientific American’s 50 top researchers; in 2008, he received
the University of Pittsburgh Chancellor’s Distinguished Research
Award. He is the technical editor
of the Journal of Biomechanical
Engineering, and a fellow of
ASME, BMES, and AIMBE.
Dr. Sacks receives in excess of
$1 million per year in funding
from the National Institutes of
Health.
John M. Tarbell, Chair
V. C. Mow Medal Committee
2005—2011
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2008 H. R. LISSNER MEDAL

Thomas P. Andriacchi

The H. R. Lissner Medal was created in 1977 by the Bioengineering Division of ASME to recognize
significant contributions to bioengineering.
The H. R. Lissner
Medal became a Society-wide
award in 1987 through a donations from Wayne State University
and the University of California
San Diego. The award is named
in honor of Prof. Herbert R. Lissner of Wayne State University for
his pioneering work in biomechanics that began in 1939.
Thomas P. Andriacchi is Professor of Mechanical Engineering
and Orthopaedic Surgery at Stanford University and co-Director of
The Bone and Joint Center of Excellence at the Palo Alto VA. He
received a BS in electrical engineering (1969), MS (1971) and
PhD (1974) in mechanical engineering from the University of
Illinois at Chicago, and was an
NIH post-doctoral fellow (1975).
He ormed the Section of Orthopedic Research at Rush University
and became its first director in
1985. He became the first Associate Chair for Research in the

Department of Orthopedics and
was honored with The Claude N.
Lambert, M.D- Helen Thomson
Chair in 1987. In 1998 he
moved to Stanford where he developed a project-based medical
device design course that produced winners of numerous national student design awards. He
has served ASME as Technical
Affairs Chair, Rehabilitation and
Design Technical Committee
chair, and member of the Y.C.
Fung award committee. He was
president of the American Society
of Biomechanics and Secretary of
the Orthopaedic Research Society. He is currently on the J. Biomech. editorial board and has
served on the boards of other
journals including the J. Orth.
Res. and J. Arthroplasty. His research has been recognized by
the Kappa Delta Award (the highest award of the Orthopedic Research Society) in 1983, the
American Orthopaedic Society for
Sports Medicine Excellence in
Research in 1984, the Knee Society Mark Coventry Award in
2002, the Borelli Award (the highest award of the American Society of Biomechanics) in 2004,
Kappa Delta/OREF Clinical Research Award in 2004 and the
Bay Area Knee Society Lifetime
Achievement Award in 2008.
Ajit P. Yoganathan, Chair
H. R. Lissner Award Committee,
2008—2011

1977 Robert W. Mann
1978 Y.C. Fung
1979 Robert F. Rushmer
1980 F. Gaynor Evans
1981 Max Anliker
1982 R.M. Kenedi
1983 Henning E. von Gierke
1984 Perry L. Blackshear
1985 Richard Skalak
1986 Albert H. Burstein
1987 Van C. Mow
1988 Alf Louis Nachemson
1989 Robert M. Nerem
1990 Albert B. Schultz
1991 Savio Lau-Yuen Woo
1992 John C. Chato
1993 Don P. Giddens
1994 Sheldon Weinbaum
1995 Robert E. Mates
1996 Albert I. King
1997 Ajit P. Yoganathan
1998 Malcolm H. Pope
1999 Stephen C. Cowin
2000 Morton H. Friedman
2001 W. Michael Lai
2002 Kenneth R. Diller
2003 Vijay K. Goel
2004 John M. Tarbell
2005 Steven A. Goldstein
2006 Peter A. Torzilli
2007 Maury L. Hull
2008 Noshir A. Lagranga
2009 Thomas P. Andriacchi
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PROMOTION TO ASME FELLOW
We are pleased to report that,
since the last edition of this
newsletter, the Bioengineering
Division has been successful in
promoting 12 more members to
the rank of Fellow within ASME.
As described on the ASME website, “[t]he Fellow Grade is the
highest elected grade of membership within ASME, the attainment of which recognizes exceptional engineering achievements

and contributions to the engineering profession.”

Ahmed
Al-Jumaily
holds PhD and MSc
degrees from The Ohio
State University, and a
BSc degree from the
University of Baghdad,
Iraq (all in mechanical
engineering). He directs the Institute of
Biomedical Technologies at the Auckland
University of Technology in New Zealand. He has over 31 years of teaching and research experience in two

American universities, four Middle
Eastern universities and AUT. He is a
member of 10 professional societies
and a registered professional engineer. He has supervised more than
85 graduate students in mechanical
vibrations, biomechanics, smart
polymers and system dynamics and
control, and published more than
180 international journal and conference articles. ASME has recently
published his two books on Vibration
and Acoustics in Biomedical Applications. , acted as a referee for several

international journals and conferences and organized several sessions and symposia for the ASME
conferences.
He has developed several successful
undergraduate and graduate programs and courses at all of the universities where he was employed. He
has taken the role of several university administrative positions including Acting Dean, Associate Dean,
Head of Department, Director of Research Centre and Institutes.

Ellen M. Arruda is internationally recognized for her work on
the mechanics of
amorphous and semicrystalline polymers,
elastomers and soft
tissue. She earned a
Ph.D. in 1992 at MIT

under the direction of Mary Boyce.
Her finite-deformation constitutive
models of non-linear, polymeric materials, such as the eight-chain
(“Arruda-Boyce”) model, have been
implemented in numerical codes,
and are used extensively throughout
industry and academia in the research and design of engineering

polymers. She has pioneered methods to co-culture scaffold-free tissue
constructs to engineer functional
tissue interfaces. Professor Arruda’s
service to ASME includes Associate
Editorship of the Journal of Applied
Mechanics and the Journal of Biomechanical Engineering.

Gang Bao embodies
excellence in the application of mechanics to
problems in materials
and biology, including
composite materials,
biological materials

and mechanotransduction, and for
pioneering research in the development and application of nanotechnology to medicine, including the
development of molecular imaging
probes and nanoparticle bioconjugates for studies of cancer, cardio-

vascular disease, and DNA repair
machines.

The citations for these new ASME
Fellows are archived on the
ASME website, and are reproduced below.
Do you know of a BED colleague
who meets this standard and
who has a minimum of 10 years
of active service to ASME?
Please nominate him or her on

the ASME fellow website: http://
www.asme.org/Governance/
Honors/Fellows/Fellows.cfm,
then inform me of your nomination so that we can be certain to
recognize all BED Fellows in this
newsletter and at the banquet of
the Summer Bioengineering Conference.
Clark T. Hung, Chair
Membership Committee
2008—2011

SOCIETY AWARDS
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PROMOTION TO ASME FELLOW (CONTINUED)
Catherine Brinson’s
research is mechanics
of advanced material
systems, with emphasis on polymer nanocomposites, shape
memory alloys and
biomaterials. One of
her major contribu-

tions is the development of an empirical model for hase transformations in shape memory materials
that is now known as the Brinson
model. Another major contribution is
in her work on multiphase polymer
systems, including nanocomposites,
where her experiments and simulations define the interphase zone of

altered polymer behavior near interfaces and its percolation. Her work is
enabling intelligent design of these
complex material systems. She has
also played many leadership roles
nationally and internationally in mechanical engineering

Karl Grosh is internationally recognized in
the field of cochlear
mechanics, for fundamental contributions
to hearing science,
and for research in
soft tissue biomechanics, and electroacous-

tic transduction. He is active in curricular development, updating Michigan’s introductory Engineering Dynamics class to include computational dynamics and developed
courses in acoustics, wave propagation, and sensory systems. He has
held the position of Graduate Program Director and Associate Chair of

Mechanical Engineering at Michigan.
Grosh has also provided outstanding
service to his profession by coorganizing major conferences and
symposia andy serving as an Associate Editor for the ASME Journal of
Vibration and Acoustics.

Harry A. Hogan is a
highly-effective
teacher. His total commitment to engineering education and to
the welfare of students has a profound
impact on the education of students and

their professional careers. He has
been a faculty advisor of the undergraduate ME program at TAMU. He
also coordinates an international
student exchange program and
serves as the faculty advisor for a
student chapter of ASME. Professor
Hogan has received numerous
teaching and service awards. Profes-

sor Hogan is also a prolific researcher and his main research contributions are on bone biomechanics. He conducts research on real life
problems, and publishes extensively.

Jay D. Humphrey is a
true leader in the field
of biomechanics. He
has published more
than
150
peerreviewed papers, and
has published two

excellent textbooks that enjoy wide
application in educational programs
around the world. He serves as the
editor (founding) of the journal Biomechanics and Modeling in Mechanobiology, and has served on the
editorial board of the ASME Journal

of Biomechanical Engineering. Dr.
Humphrey’s research is mainly in the
area of vascular biomechanics. His
research incorporates both theory
and experiments, and span length
scales from the sub-cellular to the
whole organ level.

Marc E. Levenston has
made important contributions in the fields of
orthopedic biomechanics and tissue engineering by advancing
the understanding of
articular chondrocyte

and fibrochondrocyte mechanbiology, exploring the ability of mechanical loading regimes to modulate cell
behavior in engineered constructs;
and through studying the mechanisms and functional mechanical
implications of tissue degeneration
in knee menisci. He has taught over

1000 undergraduate and 200
graduate engineering students, has
been recognized with awards for
teaching excellence at both Georgia
Tech and Stanford, and has served
as a teaching mentor to undergraduates, graduate students and junior
faculty colleagues.

SOCIETY AWARDS
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PROMOTION TO ASME FELLOW (CONTINUED)
Susan S. Margulies
has earned outstanding reputations in
both scholarship and
education at local,

national, and international levels.
She has worked to determine the
mechanical thresholds associated
with functional and structural injury
in the brain and lungs, ultimately to

open avenues for injury prevention,
intervention and treatment. She has
also received teaching awards and is
widely respected as a mentor to undergraduate and graduate students.

Kunal Mitra has
earned outstanding
reputations in both
research and education by his pioneer
research work in the
field of short pulse
radiative transfer

through participating media, especially applied to bioengineering applications. He is one of the first to develop numerical models for such
analysis and validate the results with
experimental measurements. He has
also performed novel research in bio
-heat transfer area using hyperbolic

heat conduction model. He has published more than 100 papers in journals and conference proceedings
and also holds 2 patents. He is also
the Director of newly established
Biomedical Engineering Program at
Florida Tech.

Thomas R. Oxland’s
principal areas of
research and development contribution
include the biomechanical aspects of
the spine, spinal injury, orthopaedic im-

Narayan Yoganandan
is internationally recognized as a leader for
outstanding contributions in impact and
injury-related biomechanics research with
applications to transportation and military
crashworthiness and
occupant safety. He
has published two
books on head and neck injuries;
authorized over 600 scientific arti-

plants and surgical techniques. The
scope of the work includes bioengineering research studies and medical product development. Specifically, he and his colleagues have
characterized various aspects of the
normal, diseased, and injured human spine and documented novel

cles with more than 200 peerreviewed archival journal papers,
over 200 abstracts and 40 book
chapters; and given over 100 lectures, continues to brief agencies
such as the US Department of Transportation and the US Navy. His research is used in the US Federal
Motor Vehicle Safety Standards for
frontal, side, and rear impacts; and
has led to the understanding of the
mechanisms of headache, neck
pain, and susceptibility of females to
whiplash injury in rear-end crashes.

surgical approaches to treating
these potentially devastating conditions in over 120 journal publications. Furthermore, he was the main
research and development engineer
for novel spinal implants that remain
in clinical use today, more than ten
years after the initial surgeries.

He continues to play a leadership
role in educating engineers and physicians to expand the biomechanics
field through residency and fellowship programs. His scholastic accomplishments include being a fellow of
the Association for the Advancement
of Automotive Medicine, a fellow of
the Society of Automotive Engineers,
a recipient of the SAE Arnold Siegel
International Transportation Safety
Award, and a recipient of the US
Government Award for Safety Engineering Excellence.

SOCIETY AWARDS
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ASME BIOENGINEERING DIVISION AWARDS
The ASME Bioengineering Division presents a series of awards
to the authors of outstanding research contributions to BED journals and conferences. The Richard Skalak Award is presented to
the authors of the paper voted
by the BED Honors Committee to
be the best submitted to the

Journal of Biomechanical Engineering over the course of a year.
Nominations for this award are
submitted to the BED Honors
Committee by the BED technical
committees.
A series of awards are presented
to B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. level students for research contributions

to the summer bioengineering
conference. Awardees are selected by a panel of faculty volunteers from throughout the BED.
If you are willing to volunteer for
judging at the 2009 SBC, please
contact Ender Finol, chair of the
Student Paper Competition Committee.

SBC2009 STUDENT PAPER COMPETITION
The 2009 Student
Paper Competition
(SPC) at the Summer Bioengineering
conference
again
represented a significant contribution
to the success of
the meeting overall.
Ender Finol
A total of 245 papers were submitted to the SPC
for each of the three degree levels, BS, MS and PhD.
In each degree level, the papers
were further subdivided into relevant theme groupings, and the
abstracts were reviewed by three
judges. Based on the composition, structure, and technical
merit, 229 abstracts were invited
for presentation at the meeting.
Of these, 220 papers were presented at the meeting in poster
format, except for the highest

scoring abstracts in
the doctoral level.
The six authors of
the doctoral level
having the highest
scores
in
each
theme category were
asked to present
their work in three
concurrent,
highlighted podium sessions. Top presentations, both podium and poster
formats, were scored by a minimum of three judges. The total
score from the abstract and the
on-site presentation determined
the winners. In each degree level,
and in each theme category,
cash prizes were awarded to the
top 3 placements in each category and degree level at the SBC
banquet.
Historically, the SPC abstracts
have
represented approximately a third
of the total
submitted abstracts to the
SBC. In 2009,
nearly 34% of
the submitted
abstracts were

for the SPC. This represents a
tremendous amount of work by
the judges who volunteered to
review the numerous abstracts
and presentations. This year, a
total of 116 judges from 72 institutions graciously volunteered
their time to the SPC by reviewing
abstracts and on-site judging.
The review of the 2010 SPC abstracts will begin shortly. If you
would like to contribute to judging these papers, please contact
the overall chair of the 2010
co mp e ti ti o n: E nd e r Fi no l
(finole@cmu.edu).
Ender Finol, Overall Chair
Tammy Haut-Donahue, Ph.D. Chair
Daria Narmoneva. M.S. Chair
Sarah Kieweg, B.S. Chair
2010 Student Paper Competition
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STUDENT PAPER COMPETITION: DOCTORAL LEVEL AWARDS
Podium Competition

Poster Competition

1st Place

Nick Willett, Georgia Tech.

Rouzbeh Amini, University of Minnesota

2nd Place

Michael Albro, Columbia University

Dina Halwani, Univ. Alabama Birmingham

3rd Place

Ga-Young Suh, Stanford University

Andrea Les, Stanford University

Biofluids and Imaging

Honorable
Michael Early, Trinity College, Dublin
Mention
Honorable
Juan Mejia, McGill University
Mention
Honorable
Guanglei Xiong, Stanford University
Mention
Solid Mechanics, Design, and Rehabilitation

Marco Cantini, Instituto Politecnico di Milano
Ryan Spilker, Stanford University

1st Place

Kartik Varadarajan, MIT

Amitkumar Mane, University of Kansas

2nd Place

Louis Ferreira, University of Western Ontario

Meghan McGee-Lawrence, Michigan Tech.

3rd Place

Arthur Michalek, University of Vermont

Choon Hwai Yap, Georgia Tech.

Honorable
Darwesh Kaderbatcha, Univ. of Hong Kong
Mention
Honorable
Ali Kiapour, University of Toledo
Mention
Honorable
Thibault Prevost, MIT
Mention
Tissue and Cellular Biomechanics, and Imaging

Megan Killian, Michigan Tech.
Katherine Steele, Stanford University

1st Place

Gregory Fomovsky, Columbia University

Ryan Koppes, RPI

2nd Place

Suzanne Ferreri, SUNY Stony Brook

Jonathan Bourne, Cornell University

3rd Place

Cindy Chung, University of Pennsylvania

Craig Goergen, Stanford University

Vittoria Flamini, Dublin City University

Subhashish Dasgupta, Univ. of Cincinnati

Jennifer Hurley, University of Cincinnati

Sameer Kalghatgi, Drexel University

Honorable
Mention
Honorable
Mention
Honorable
Mention

Nandan Nerurkar, University of Pennsylvania

BIOENGINEERING DIVISION AWARDS
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STUDENT PAPER COMPETITION: M.S. AND B.S. AWARDS
Biotransport, Imaging, et al.

MASTER’S LEVEL

1st Place

Ronan Finn, Galway-Mayo Inst. Tech.

2nd Place

Andrew Baik, Columbia University

3rd Place

Stacey Lynn Meadley, McGill University

Honorable
Bin Hu, University of Kansas
Mention
Honorable
Jeremy Skorinko, WPI
Mention
Solid Mechanics, Design, and Rehabilitation
1st Place

Louis DiBerardino, UIUC

2nd Place

Michael Rehorn, University of Virginia

3rd Place

Lindsey Westover, Univ. of Calgary

Honorable
Yasha Dwivedi, Rush Univ, Medical Ctr.
Mention
Honorable
Mark Komosa, University of Kansas
Mention
Biomechanics and Engineering of Cells and Tissues
1st Place

Abdul Sheikh, University of Cincinnati

2nd Place

Lara Ionescu, Univ. of Pennsylvania

3rd Place

Michael Dishowitz, Univ. of Pennsylvania

Honorable
Mention
Honorable
Mention

Steven Kemeny, Drexel University
Sankel Patel, University of Pittsburgh

BACHELOR’S LEVEL
Biotransport, Tissue Engineering, & Cellular Biomechanics
1st Place

Ashwin Nathan, Univ. of Pennsylvania

2nd Place

Victoria Yeh, Stanford University

3rd Place

Timothy Gundert, Marquette University

Honorable
Hyun Kyu Han, UC San Francisco
Mention
Honorable
Carmen Zirlott, Univ. of South Alabama
Mention
Solid Mechanics, Design, and Rehabilitation
1st Place

Justin Scheer, UC San Francisco

2nd Place

Susan Mischinski, Villanova University

3rd Place

Kiersten Craig, Univ. of Pennsylvania

Honorable
Mention
Honorable
Mention

Alexander Christakis, WPI
Douglas Doud, Mercer University

BIOENGINEERING DIVISION AWARDS
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RICHARD SKALAK AWARD FOR BEST PAPER IN JBME
The Richard Skalak Award is presented to the authors of the paper voted by the BED Honors
Committee to be the best published in the Journal of Biomechanical Engineering over the
course of a year. The award is
named in honor of the late Richard Skalak (1923-1997), a pioneer in the field of bioengineering
and editor of Journal of Biomechanical Engineering from 1983
to 1987.
This year's winners are Andrew
Laing and Stephen Robinovitch of
the Injury Prevention and Mobility
Laboratory, School of Kinesiology,
Simon Fraser University.
Dr.
Laing has since moved to an assistant professor position at the
University of Waterloo
The complete citation of the article and the abstract follow:
A.C. Laing and S.N. Robinovitch.
“The force attenuation provided
by hip protectors depends on impact velocity, pelvic size, and soft
tissue stiffness.” Journal of Biomechanical Engineering 130
(6):061005, 2008.
“Wearable hip protectors represent a promising strategy for preventing hip fractures. However,
there is lack of agreement on
biomechanical testing standards
and subsequent uncertainty
about the ability of hip protectors
to attenuate impact force during
a fall. To address this issue, we
designed a fall impact simulator
that incorporated a "biofidelic"
surrogate pelvis, which matched
the surface geometry and soft
tissue stiffness measured in elderly women (n=15). We then

used this system to measure the
attenuation in peak femoral neck
force provided by two commercially available soft shell protectors (Safehip Soft and Hipsaver)
and one rigid shell protector
(Safehip Classic). Finally, we examined how the force attenuation provided by each protector
was influenced by systematic
changes in fall severity (impact
velocity), body size (pelvis size),
and soft tissue stiffness. With the
biofidelic pelvis, the force attenuation averaged over all impact velocities was 27% for Safehip Soft, 17% for Safehip Classic,
and 19% for Hipsaver. However,
the rank order of hip protectors
(and especially the performance
of Safehip Classic) varied with
the test conditions. Safehip Classic attenuated force by 33% during a low velocity (1 ms) fall, but
only by 8% for a high velocity (4
ms) fall. In the latter condition,
improved attenuation was provided by the soft shell hip protectors (19% by Safehip Soft and
21% by Hipsaver). As soft tissue
stiffness increased from softest
to most rigid, the attenuation provided by Safehip Classic increased 2.9-fold (from 26% to
76%), while Safehip Soft increased 1.7-fold (from 36% to
60%) and Hipsaver increased 1.1
-fold (from 36% to 38%). As pelvis
size decreased from largest to
smallest, the attenuation provided by Safehip Classic increased 8-fold, but for a high velocity fall and moderate tissue
stiffness, never exceeded that
provided by Safehip Soft and Hipsaver. Our results indicate that,
under biofidelic testing condi-

Andrew Laing

Stephen Robinovitch

tions, the soft shell hip protectors
we examined generally provided
greater force attenuation
(averaging up to 27%) than the
hard shell protector. Measured
values of force attenuation were
highly sensitive to variations in
impact velocity, pelvic size, and
pelvic soft tissue stiffness. This
indicates the need to develop
international testing standards to
guide market approval, the selection of protectors for clinical trials, and the design of improved
hip protectors..”

BIOENGINEERING DIVISION JOURNALS
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JOURNAL OF BIOMECHANICAL ENGINEERING
The Journal of
Biomechanical
Engineering
reports the results
of original research involving
the application of
mechanical engineering
knowledge, skills, and
Michael S. Sacks principles to the
analysis, design,
development, and function of
native and engineered biological
systems across all dimensional
scales. Subject areas include:
native and artificial organs, prostheses, bioinstrumentation and
measurements, bioheat transfer,
biomaterials, tissue biomechanics, bioprocess engineering, cellular
and
biomolecular
mechanics, design
and control of
biological
and
physiological systems. The journal
presents
full
length
original
research articles,
technical briefs,
announcements,
calls for papers,
calendar
of
events, and letters to the Editor.
Along with the
Associate editors
and the BED, we continue to
make JBME a premier biomedical
engineering journal.
For this
year, I am proud to report some
progress towards this. First, in
this year we published two special issues: “Biotransport” and
“Growth and Remodeling” which
addressed high-impact research
areas. Secondly, as seen below

our JCR impact factor went up last
year from 1.591 to 2.013, which is
the highest to date and also makes
us the highest ranked ASME Transactions Journal. Thirdly, thanks to
our outstanding Associate Editors
and Reviewers, we have continued
to reduce the review time so that
the total time from submission to
TE decision has been reduced from
6.2 down to 2.5 months. Next, we
note an increased selectivity of the
Journal in that our immediate rejection rate (papers not sent for review) has increased to 45% from
38% from previous years. Note that
our net acceptance rate (after review) increased to approximately
1/3 (i.e. 33% of all papers submitted are ultimately published). Finally, JBME has been the first
ASME Journal in
Production in that
once a manuscript is accepted,
it will be sent immediately to production and the
proof generated.
Once the corrected proof is
return by the authors, it will be
placed
immediately on-line and
submitted
to
MEDLINE for online citation. The
on-line version will
be swapped with
the actual published version once
the assigned issue is published.
The purpose of the Skalak Best
Paper Award is to recognize a distinguished recent publication in the
previous calendar year. Since this
award is given for a recent publication, the focus is on perceived quality compared to all papers pub-

JBME JCR Impact Factors

2002

1.365

2003

1.620

2004

1.290

2005

1.750

2006

1.309

2007

1.591

2008

2.013

lished in the Journal for that year
only. For 2010, following the procedures for the ASME Division
Level awards, JBME will now receive open nominations for any
paper published as follows:
1. The primary metric will be the
potential for impact of the paper in
its respective field.
2. Nominations will be allowed
from all current BED members who
have not been directly associated
with research conducted in the
nominated paper.
3. Each nomination packet will include the following information:
a. Name and contact information
of the nominator and a copy of
the paper that is being considered for the award.
b. A statement that includes a
synopsis of the work and three
reasons why the paper should
be considered for the Award.
This is the key part of the application (this section should be 12 pages in length). Aspects to
consider include:
i. What is unique or unusual?
ii. Potential to impact the field.
iii. Completeness/
thoroughness of the work.

BIOENGINEERING DIVISION JOURNALS
NEWS
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JOURNAL OF BIOMECHANICAL ENGINEERING (CONTINUED)
iv. How does the work compare with related papers
recently published in the
field, especially in JBME during the same year?
c. Letters from two other experts who are conversant with
the field stating why the paper
should be considered for the
award. Note that these letters
can be from non BED members. Letters should focus not
only particular qualities but
primarily on the potential for
impact of the work.
4. Once all applications are received, copies of all applications

will be sent to the Editor and Associate Editors for review and ranking. The winner will be selected by
number of votes.
5. The winning paper will be highlighted in the Journal via an Editorial.
6. Only complete applications will
be considered. All applications are
due March 1, 2010 and should be
sent to the following address via
hardcopy or email (PDF files only,
please):

Email: kkc11+@pitt.edu

Finally, I am pleased to inform that
we are in the process of appointing
several more Associate Editors to
start in 2010 to help continue to
improve review times. Announcement of the new Associate Editors
will be made once the ASME Publications Committee has approved
them.
I look forward to reporting more
good news in the very near future.

Ms. Karen Connor
Editorial Assistant, JBME
450 Technology Drive, Ste 300
Pittsburgh PA 15219

Michael S. Sacks, Editor
University of Pittsburgh

JOURNAL OF MEDICAL DEVICES

Arthur G. Erdman

Gerald E. Miller

Journal of Medical
Devices focuses on
applied
research
and the development of new medical devices or instrumentation, this
new journal presents papers on
devices that improve
diagnostic,
interventional, and
therapeutic treatments. It provides
special coverage of
novel devices that
allow new surgical
strategies,
new
methods of drug
delivery, or possible
reductions in the
complexity, cost, or

adverse results of health care.
The Design Innovation category
features papers focusing on
novel devices, including some
with limited clinical or engineering results.
The twelfth issue of the journal
has been published and information has been submitted to be
listed on Pubmed/Medline. Since
the start of the Journal, 92 papers out of 234 submitted have
been accepted for publication
(not including accepted abstracts
published from the Annual Design of Medical Devices Conference: www.dmd.umn.edu). Hard
copy subscribers to this journal
number over 1,200. The coeditors invite you to submit papers to this new journal which

does not have a significant backlog of papers waiting to be published.
Arthur G. Erdman, Co-Editor
University of Minnesota
Gerald E. Miller, Co-Editor
Virginia Commonwealth University

BIOENGINEERING DIVISION JOURNALS
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2009 SUMMER BIOENGINEERING CONFERENCE—FINAL REPORT
The 2009 Sumwas put together. Finally, for genmer Bioengineereral sessions, we had 252 podium
ing
Conference
presentations in seven parallel
(SBC), the annual
sessions, and 189 poster presenconference of the
tations. The truly excellent stuASME
Bioengidents of our bioengineering proneering Division,
grams around the world were
was held June 17again highlighted in the Student
Noshir Langrana 20 at the Resort
Paper Competition, in which 223
at Squaw Valley in
students presented their research.
Lake Tahoe, CA.
The Student Paper Competition
The
conference
was chaired by David Schreiber
was filled with sofrom Rutgers University. The Pophisticated sciendium and poster competitions
tific poster and
were divided into Bachelor’s, Maspodium presentater’s, and Doctoral Levels, and
tions in the refurther divided into research
laxed, enjoyable
themes such as Tissue BiomeDawn Elliott
atmosphere
of
chanics and Cellular Engineering,
California which resulted in a scienSolid Mechanics, Design, Rehabilitifically, professionally, and socially
tation Engineering, Imaging,
successful time for all attendees.
Biofluids, and Biotransport.
The SBC attendance keeps on
The two keynote speakers gave
growing and 2009 was no excepoutstanding lection; we had 781
tures. Dr. Martin
attendees of which
Yarmush, Pro418 (58%) were
fessor of Biostudents. The conmedical
engiference was fully
neering Departparticipated in the
ment, Rutgers
technical sessions,
the State Universymposia,
and
sity of New Jerworkshops.
Plus,
sey, and Direcattendees took adtor of the Center
vantage of free time
for
Innovative
and social events to
Ventures
of
interact with their
Emerging Techcolleagues
from
nologies preacademia and in- Jennifer Wayne and Rita Patterson cleared the hills
of varmints and 49’ers ahead of the conference. sented a lecdustry.
ture on “A
Challenging Biomedical Science
The 2009 SBC had 728 abstracts
and Research Environment: He
submitted (481 General and 245
spoke about translational reStudent Papers); 669 Abstracts
search and provided a wealth of
accepted. With the help of techniinformation via provocative aneccal program committee a mamdotes from his own experiences at
moth task of technical program

An extensive question and answer session, moderated by Noshir Langrana (left), followed Martin
Yarmush’s plenary talk.

Harvard and Rutgers.
Dr. Kathy Pearson, an adjunct associate professor in The Wharton
School at the University of Pennsylvania and a senior consultant
for the management consulting
firm Decision Strategies International, delivered a lecture entitled

Kathy Pearson delivered a plenary talk on how to
make decisions in the midst of overwhelming yet
incomplete data.

SBC 2009
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NOTES FROM LAKE TAHOE
“Strategic Decision
Framing”.
She
spoke on strategic
decision framing –
how to make decisions in the midst
of data that is both
overwhelming in its
scope yet remains
incomplete.
The meeting offered seven workshops that pre- Patrick McGarry
sented techniques misunderstood
Falls”
for improving bioen- “Cascade
Room.”
gineering
education, provided advice for career development, introduced new laboratory and computational approaches for measurements and analysis, and offered
clinical perspective for bioengineering research.
Another highlight was a special
symposium in honor of Professor
Van Mow’s 70th Birthday that included featured four sessions dedicated to cartilage mechanics, connective soft tissue mechanics, cell
mechanics, and orthopaedic tissue
engineering topics, and recognized
the substantial contributions of Dr.

Thomas Andriacchi (second from left) received this
year’s Lissner award, presented here by Maury
Hull, Jennifer Wayne, and Noshir Langrana.

Mow to these research areas and
to the Bioengineering Division of
ASME.
One of the pride presentations of
this conference is the ASME Bioengineering Division H.R. Lissner
Medal presentation. This year we
had the pleasure to acknowledge
the accomplishments and valued
participation of Dr. Thomas Andriacchi (Stanford University), the
recipient. Dr. Andriacchi was recognized for his contributions to
the biomechanics of human locomotion and its biomedical applications to artificial joints, sports injury, osteoarthritis, and neuromuscular disorders,
plus his longstanding service
to the Division.

Hui Meng found that every seat in the
“Sierra Peak Room” had a good view .

neering in the area of engineering
of musculoskeletal tissues, with a
particular focus
on articular cartilage, the knee
meniscus,
and
the intervertebral
We were also exdisc. The program
cited to announce
included the Lissthat the winner of
ner Lecture on
the Van C. Mow
Saturday
afterMedal for accomnoon, and new
plishments at the
this year, lectures
mid-career level The student paper competition had over 200 from the V.C.
this award-winning contribution
was Dr. Michael entries, including
Mow and Y.C.
from Sameer Kalghatgi.
Sacks (University
Fung awardees
of Pittsburgh), who has made nuon Friday morning.
merous contributions to bioengiIn addition to scientific presentaneering in research in the areas of
tions, the 2009 SBC provided amquantification and modeling of the
ple opportunity and free time for
structure-mechanical properties of
social activities, networking, and
native and engineered soft tisimpromptu scientific conversations.
sues, with a focus on tissues of
These included the welcoming rethe cardiovascular and urological
ception, numerous breakfast and
systems, in addition to his service,
lunches, the banquet, an organized
teaching and mentoring. Dr.
hiking/orienteering activity, and a
Robert Mauck (University of Pennconcert by BEDrock – a classic rock
sylvania) was the recipient of the
cover band made up from our own
Y.C. Fung Young Investigator
members. BEDrock played classic
Award, a testament to Dr. Mauck’s
rock songs for many hours and
early contributions, commitment
made an enjoyable evening.
to, and future promise in bioengi-
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NOTES FROM LAKE TAHOE
At this juncture, we would particularly like to thank and recognize the tremendous efforts of
the members of the Program
Committee, Theme and Session
Chairs and Co-Chairs, and the
many, many reviewers who
worked hard to bring to you a
high quality program. Truly, they
are the heart and soul of the
SBC. The support and guidance
provided by the ASME Bioengineering Division Executive Com-

mittee, chaired by Dr. Jennifer
Wayne is also greatly appreciated.
Finally, we would like to acknowledge the tremendous support we
have received from the industry
sponsors listed in the program, as
well as from American Association
of Anatomists (AAA), the National
Science Foundation Grant No:
CBET-0900890, and the National
Institutes of Health, NIBIB/NIAMS
R13 Conference Grant# R13
EB009564-01.

Professional development is one of the BED’s
core missions. The SBC offered ample opportunity for younger investigators to learn the ropes.

Noshir Langrana , Conference Chair
Dawn Elliott, Program Chair
2009 SBC

BED ROCK REPORT
No rock and roll band captures
the refinement and taste of the
BED like our very own BEDrock.
BEDrock formed in 2003 at the
BED’s SBC meeting in Key Biscayne, FL, with original members
Alan Eberhardt, Jimmy Moore,
Joel Berry, Mike Moreno, Clark
Hung, Ross Ethier and Danny
Bluestein performing to audiences in Miami. Distinguished
biomedical engineers from
around the globe routinely join in
for select songs. BEDrock concerts have been a highlight of
SBC meetings in Vail and Keystone, which included vocals
from Dan Wilson from NC. Re-

René van Donkelaar made his debut
appearance with BEDrock .

cent additions
to the BED’s
favorite band
include René
van Donkelaar,
Luke Timmins,
David
Vorp's
son,
Justin,
and
Jimmy
Moore’s son,
The BED and its favorite band took over Squaw Village
James. BEDfor an evening at the 2009 SBC.
rock plays classociety in Birmingham and the
sic rock cover songs that thrill
2009 meeting of another in
biomedical engineers of all
Pittsburgh met with resounding
ages.
success.
BEDrock played to a standing
Watch this space for news of the
room only crowd in Squaw VilBEDrock’s next performance at
lage at the 2009 SBC. Guest
the 2010 SBC in Naples!
vocalists included the entire
BED Executive Committee, and
the crowd danced off all three
SBC coffee breaks worth of
cookies in a single evening.
Between SBC meetings, BEDrock engages in community
service work to bring culture
and civilization to scientific societies lacking the urbane
charm of the BED. Concerts at
the 2008 meeting of one such

BEDrock played to a standing room only crowd
in Squaw Village at the 2009 SBC.

SBC 2008
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PARK RANGER’S REPORT
Pesky children
were
EVERYWHERE at the
2009 SBC.
It
was
bedlam!
They were riding
ponies, playing
at the beach,
kayaking across
the lake, climbThe pony was nice, but
mountains,
Jocelyn Hung can’t wait ing
for the alligator ride at the riding the cable
2010 SBC in Florida.
car,
chasing
ducks, splashing in the pool,
harassing big foot, and gener-

Isabella and Lauren Levenston
enjoyed the Sierra wildlife
with Jocelyn Hung.

Toddlers like Sophia Thomopoulos
found many applications for their
recently mineralized rotator cuff
tendon-to-bone insertion sites.

ally just taking advantage of
the SBC’s unique structure as
a scientific destination that
allows bioengineering researchers to integrate family
time with professional development.
The SBC allows time for excursions with
family and colleagues. Sam and Matthew Console (husband and son of Dawn
Elliott) visited the beach at Lake Tahoe.

The whole conference was
nothing but work, work, work
for the park rangers!

You bioengineers need to
teach you meddling children
that academic conferences
are stilted, stagnant affairs at
which dirty knees, and running in the hallways are
strictly forbidden.

Editor’s note: This park ranger’s
views represent those of neither the
BED nor its newsletter editorial
staff. We bring our kids to the SBC,
and so should you.
Send us your photos!

WHERE WERE YOU LAST SUMMER?
We know where you wanted to be each summer back to 1993. However, ASME cannot find records of our conferences and workshops from BED’s 1956 inception as the Human Factors Division until the 1993 SBC. If you have can help us fill in the gaps or know what happened to all
those copyright forms, please email the newsletter editor!
Lake Tahoe, CA
June 17-21, 2009

Vail, CO
June 22-26, 2005

Sun River, OR
June 11 - 15, 1997

Marco Island, FL
June 25-29, 2008

Key Biscayne, FL
June 25-29, 2003

Beavercreek, CO
June 28-July 2, 1995

Keystone, CO
June 20-24, 2007

Snowbird, UT
June 27-July 1, 2001

Breckenridge, CO
June 25-29, 1993

Amelia Island, FL
June 21-25, 2006

Big Sky, MT
June 16-20, 1999

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE REPORTS
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UPDATES FROM THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEES
BIOTRANSPORT COMMITTEE
Biotransport members submitted
39 abstracts to the 2009 SBC, including seven in the student competition, 28 retained in Biotransport, and four sent to other technical committees. 33 members of
our committee reviewed the abstracts. The rejection rate is 8%.
In addition, some of our members
also participated in reviewing abstracts of student competitions and
served as judges to student poster
competitions. The final SBC 2009
program included 3 podium sessions (18 papers) sponsored by
Biotransport. Our podium sessions
were well attended, averaging
more than 50 researchers per session. In addition, 12 papers of our
members were accepted as posters in the general poster sessions,
and 5 in the Ph.D and 2 in the B.S.
Student Poster Competitions.

One change in the upcoming 2010
SBC is subthemes proposed under
the general technical theme of
“Biotransport”:
1-1 Bionanotechnology
1-2 Biotransport Design and
Devices
1-3 Molecular Transport
1-4 Multiscale Modeling
1-5 Targeted Delivery
1-6 Transport in Cell & Tissue
Engineering
1-7 Other – Biotransport
We encourage joint sessions with
other technical committees of
ASME BED. Some subthemes were
proposed to have technical interactions. Based on the abstracts received in January 2010, we will
form joint sessions with other com-

mittees.
This
year
Biotransport has identified liaisons to
other technical
committees.
The functions of
Liang Zhu
liaisons are to
attend
other
committees’ meetings, identify subthemes suitable for joint sessions,
and invite researchers outside of
biotransport to submit abstracts to
our theme and subthemes.
We are looking forward to having a
successful SBC in Naples, Florida.
Liang Zhu, Chair
Biotransport Committee
2007—2010

TISSUE AND CELLULAR ENGINEERING
The Tissue and Cellular Engineering Committee held their annual
committee meeting at the SBC in
Lake Tahoe. We reported on the
technical podium and poster sessions organized for this year’s SBC
by the C&TE committee and
planned for next year’s meeting in
Naples, Florida. We also elected a
new committee vice chairman, Guy
Genin.
For the 2009 SBC in Lake Tahoe,
we reviewed 69 papers and rejected 5 (7.2%). There were 3 reviewers assigned to each abstract
with the mean score of 19.8± 4.8
(stdev) using a scale of 30 (best) to
6 (worst).

The papers were distributed to 6
podium sessions and to various
poster sessions. Podium presentations sessions included:
Mow Symposium: Cell Mechanics
Mow Symposium: Orthopaedic Tissue
Engineering
Tissue Engineering II
Tissue Engineering III
Cell Engineering I
Cell Enigneering II

The following individuals reviewed
an average of 5 abstracts each:
Steven Abramowitch
Mark Appleford
Kristen Billiar
Todd Bredbenner

Robert Cargill
Chih-Tung Chen
David Corr
Corrinus
van
Donkelaar
Ross Ethier
Guy Genin
Rudolph Gleason
Hai-Chao Han
Dan P. Nicolella
Clack Hung
Roland Kaunas
Robert Mauck
Mohammad Mofrad
Alisa Morss
Steven Nicoll
Dan Nicolella
Timothy Quinn
Amber Rath
Michael Sacks
Alexander Spector

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE REPORTS
NEWS

The Tissue and Cellular Engineering Committee meeting will take
place at the 2010 SBC in Naples,
FL on Wednesday June 16th from
12:30PM to 1:20PM.
Send in your abstracts soon for
our 2010 SBC Sub-Themes.
Where noted, these sessions will
be run jointly with other technical
committees:
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Cellular and Molecular Biomechanics:
 Physical effects on CellsMechanotransduction
 Micro Fabrication Techniques for
Tissue and Cellular Engineering
 Multiscale Analysis in Tissue andCellular Engineering
Tissue Engineering
 Bioreactor Design
 Cardiovascular Tissue Engineering:
- Aneurysms ( with Fluids, Solids)
- Heart Valves (with Fluids, Solids)
- Atherosclerosis (with Fluids,
Solids)

 Musculoskeletal Tissue Engineering:
- Knee meniscus/TMJ (with Solids)
- Interfacial Tissue Engineerin
(with Solids)
 Other Tissue Engineering
 Transport Phenomena in Cell and
Tissue Engineering (with Biotransport)

Daniel P. Nicolella, Chair
Tissue and Cellular Engr. Committee
2008—2011

DESIGN & REHABILITATION COMMITTEE
At the 2009 Summer
Bioengineering Conference, the Design
and Rehabilitation
Committee had a successful program including 2 special sessions organized by
Rick Neptune and 4
Sara Wilson
other sessions.
In
addition, the committee collaborated with the Solids committee
to recruit spine papers for sessions hosted within the Solids
division. At the committee meeting, the group voted to add Dynamics to the committee name
and discussed a number of potential workshops and sessions.
In particularly, there is an interest
in working with the Industry committee to create workshops that
might attract more industry members.
Our programming at the 2009
SBC was vibrant and well received, with two of the best
poster sessions in recent memory, a student paper competition
(joint with solids) and six focused
platform sessions:
Human Movement and Rehabilitation

Modeling Analyses of Human Movement
Simulation Analyses of Human Movement
Orthopaedic Design
Bipedal Stance and Gait
Biomechanical Design

Note that several of the abstracts
submitted to our committee
eventually found their way to platform sessions run by the solids
committee.
The planning of these events occurs each year at the committee’s annual meeting at the SBC,
and the running of these events
is done completely by volunteers.
Thank you to all who helped with
reviewing and/or chairing sessions:
Ahmed Al-Jumaily
B.J. Fregly
Boyle Cheng
Bradley Davidson
Brian Kelly
Carl Luchies
Chadd Clary
Clifton Johnston
Dave Giurintano
Denis DiAngelo
Greg King
Joseph Soltys
Katherine Delaurentis
Katherine Zhang
Ken Fischer
Laura Wojcik

Laurel Kuxhaus
Lisa Friis
Lorin Maletsky
Mark Miller
Mark Rentschler
Martin Tanaka
Mike Murphy
Pradeep Abraham
Rick Neptune
Rita Patterson
Sachin Budhabhatti
Sara Wilson
Sarah Kieweg
Tara Moore
Trent Guess
Amber Reeve
Melissa Morrow
Limin Wang
Bryce Baker
Amit Mane
Miranda Shaw
Xinmai Yang
Andrew Walker
Vitaly Kheyfets
Paulette Spencer
Craig McGowan
Venkata Gade
Tim Craig
Stephanie Carey

Our committee is also heavily
involved in programming at the
IMECE annual meeting. Programming at the 2009 IMECE in Lake
Buena Vista, Florida, involved a
“Biomedical and Biotechnology
Engineering” track that focused
on the implementation of engineering principles in the concep-
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tion, design, development, analysis and operation of biomedical
and biotechnological systems
and applications. Our track was a
collaboration between the BED
and the Design Division; the Applied Mechanics and Heat Transfer Divisions also contributed this
year. We had 152 accepted abstracts in the track split over one
plenary presentation and 10 symposia: BioMEMS, Micro and Nano

Systems in Medicine and Biology,
Vibration and Acoustic in Biomedical Applications, Application
of Composites in Biomaterials
and Bioengineering, Viscoelasticity of Biological Tissues, Dynamics and Control of Biomechanical
Systems, Bioengineering and
Medical Applications, Frontiers in
Cardiovascular Engineering, Biomedical Heat Transfer and Biomedical Fluid Mechanics, Compu-
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tational Modeling and Device Design and a poster symposium on
New Trends in Biomedical Applications. BED chair Barry Lieber
delivered a plenary talk on
“Endovascular bypass of cerebral
aneurysms by flow diverters”.
Sara E. Wilson, Chair
Design and Rehab.Committee
2007—2010

FLUID MECHANICS COMMITTEE
The 2009 SBC in Lake
Tahoe was a memorable event for the BED
Fluids committee, with
a broad range of wellreceived programming,
David Steinmann and with long-time
chair Danny Bluestein
stepping aside as chair to focus
on his guitar career and on keeping BED-Rock’s ever-growing fan
base under control. Thanks for
your work, Danny—I join with the
entire committee in thanking you
for a job well done, and with discerning music fans everywhere in
applauding your decision to devote the rest of your life to klezmer.
Members of our committee presented a total of 71 papers at the
SBC in Lake Tahoe: 54 in 8 podium sessions (one joint with the
solids committee) and 27 in
poster sessions. Our major
theme was biofluids in health,
disease, and devices, and the
individual sessions focused on:
Cardiac and Device Flows
Cerebral Aneurysms
Flow Imaging In Vivo and In Vitro
Hemodynamics and Atherosclerosis I:
Carotid Artery Disease

Hemodynamics and Atherosclerosis II:
Vulnerable Plaque
Interfacing Measurements and Simulations in Biofluids
Multiscale Modeling and Microscale
Flows
Aortic Aneurysm Mechanics

Thanks to all who helped as session chairs, and to the following
individuals who served as reviewers for abstracts.
Andreas Anayiotos
Chris Bertram
Juan Cebral
Cahit Evrensel
Ender Finol
Matthew Ford
Samir Ghadiali
Frank Gijsen
Gaurav Girdhar
Rudy Gleason
Matt Gounis
Yiemeng Hoi
Sinjae Hyun
Olusegun Ilegbusi
Takuji Ishikawa
Roger Kamm
Sarah Kieweg
John LaDisa
Quan Long
Tim McGloughlin
Gerald Miller
Jimmy Moore
Umberto Morbiducci
Tim Ovaert
Tim Pedley
Madhavan Raghavan
Alberto Redaelli
Heinrich Schima

Patrick Segers
Keith Sharp
Nikos Stergiopulos
Dalin Tang
HS Udaykumar
Jonathan Vande Geest
Pavlos Vlachos
Michalis Xenos
Takami Yamaguchi

Many of you have already agreed
to review for SBC2010, but if you
haven’t yet been asked and are
available to review later this
month, be sure to email me soon!
Our offerings at the 2009 SBC
included a well-attended workshop on Fluid-Solid Interactions,
organized by Jonathan Vande
Geest and Danny Bluestein.
Thanks to both for a highly informative session!
Although only one of our proposed joint sessions made it to
the 2009 SBC, we are trying
again for the 2010 meeting.
However, just in case, we have
selected the following official liaisons to the BED’s other committees to facilitate communication
and to give us someone other
than me to blame:
Matt Gounis (BED Education)
Naomi Chesler (BED Honors/YC Fung
Committee)
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Samir Ghadiali (BED Cell/Tissue Engineering)
Jerry Miller (BED Design)
Jonathan Vande Geest BED Solid Mechanics)
Ender Finol (BED Honors/student paper
competition)
Rupak Banerjee (BED Heat Transfer)
Cahit Evrensel (Codes and Standards)

If you are not, in fact, the liaison
(or you are the liaison but aren’t
indicated as such) blame my (or
Danny’s :-) poor note-taking skills,
and please be sure to let me
know so I can update my records.
In addition to technical sessions,
the SBC features the fluids mechanics community’s premier
social event: the Fluids Committee annual meeting. This meeting focuses on organization of
the next year’s SBC offerings and
serves as a forum for advancing
our community’s views on issues
of scientific importance. The discussion at the 2009 SBC began
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with talk of ways to increase the
active membership of our committee, especially amongst postdocs and new investigators and
amongst international members.
If you are interested in becoming
involved in the biofluids community, drop me a note—you can
begin by reviewing some abstracts for the upcoming SBC,
then join us at the committee
meeting to help with planning.
An additional topic of discussion
that I’d like to mention was the
FDA’s “Critical Path Initiative: Scientific Tools to Assist New Product Development” (initiated by
Richard Malinauskas from the
FDA). This initiative includes a
call for the standardization and
validation of numerical simulations, etc. The FDA may have
done wonders for sausage, but
what do they know about standards for device modeling?
Jimmy Moore has encouraged
those of us with a vested interest
to get involved in the process of

Danny Bluestein has stepped down as chair
to focus on his guitar career.

drafting codes and standards.
Be sure to get your abstracts in
this week, and to join us this
summer at the fluids committee
meeting on the first day of the
SBC. I’ll be back in touch in the
spring with details of where to
find us.
David A. Steinman, Chair
Fluids Committee
2009—2012

SOLID MECHANICS COMMITTEE
The Solid Mechanics Committee continues to have
strong participation in the SBC.
At the 2008
SBC in Lake
Dawn Elliott
Tahoe, our committee had 233 abstract submissions; up from 200 last year and
178 the year before. Of these
52% (120) were accepted as podium papers, 40% (93) were accepted as posters, and 8% (204)
were rejected or withdrawn.
Twenty podium sessions were
organized.

I would also like to thank all 97
reviewers, listed in the table on
the following page. Without you
these abstracts could not be
evaluated and programmed into
sessions. Your service to our society is so important.
To help organize the abstract review process, the Solids committee has “Theme Leaders” in each
of the major themes of our committee. The Theme Leaders work
with me to manage the abstract
reviews and organize sessions. I
would like to thank the following
individuals for doing an excellent
job for the SBC 2009:

1) Cardiovascular Tissue Mechanics: Jonathan Vande Geest,
2) Musculoskeletal – Soft Tissue
Mechanics: Richard Debski,
3) Musculoskeletal – Bone and
Joint Mechanics: Elise Morgan,
4) Injury, Trauma, and Occupational Biomechanics: Cindy Bir,
5) Growth and Remodeling: Rudy
Gleason, and
6) Other Tissues: Victor Barocas.

Please work with this year’s
theme leaders when they request
your contributions to reviewing.
I have updated the Solids mem-
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SOLID MECHANICS COMMITTEE (CONT’D)
bership list. There are approximately 200 individuals on the
Solids Membership list, most of
which have been active participants over the last 3 years. If
you have gotten an email from
me in the last year, you are on
the list. If you didn’t get an email
from me, but are interested in
participating in our committee –
p l e a s e
e m a i l
m e
(delliott@upenn.edu).
If you

know of colleagues, particularly
new investigators, who may be
interested in getting more involved with the Solids Committee, please have them get in
touch with me. It is through the
participation of our members that
we develop the outstanding programming at the SBC.

meeting which will be held the
day prior to the 2010 SBC. I am
looking forward to working with
you all! If you have any questions
or suggestions, please contact
me at delliott@upenn.edu.
Dawn Elliott, Chair
Solid Mechanics Committee
2007—2010

I invite all interested in Solid Mechanics to participate in the next

Table 1. The impressive list of solid mechanics abstract reviewers
Abramowitch, Steven
Akkus, Ozan
Anderson, Andrew
Anderst, William
Andrews, Dennis
Baek, Seungik
Barocas, Victor
Bayly, Philip
Bey, Michael
Bir, Cynthia
Bischoff, Jeffrey
Bottlang, Michael
Bredbenner, Todd
Buckley, Jenni
Chaudhari, Ajit
Cheng, Boyle
Corr, David
Cronin, Duane
Debski, Richard
DeFrate, Louis

Derwin, Kathleen
DiAngelo, Denis
DiMartino, Elena
Downs, Crawford
Eberhardt, Alan
Eck, Jerome
Elliott, Dawn
Espinoza, Alejandro
Figueroa, Alberto
Fischer, Kenneth
Fischer, Kenneth
Garikipati, Krishna
Gee, Michael
Genin, Guy
Gijsen, Frank
Gleason, Rudolph
Goel, Vijay
Grimm, Michele
Guldiken, Rasim
Han, Hai-Chao

Haut, Roger
Hefzy, Mohamed Samir
Hollis, J.
Holmes, Jeffrey
Hubel, Allison
Hughes, Richard
Hull, Maury
Kelly, Brian
Koo, Seungbum
Kuhl, Ellen
Li, Guoan
Livesay, Glen
Loboa, Elizabeth
Maletsky, Lorin
Matsumoto, Takeo
Mauck, Robert
McDonald, Colin
Merryman, W.
Miller, Mark
Moore, James

Morgan, Elise
Nguyen, Thao
Nicolella, Dan
Nicoll, Steven
Niebur, Glen
Nowlan, Niamh
Puttlitz, Christian
Rachev, Alexander
Raghavan, Madhavan
Rutten, Marcel
Sharma, Gulshan
Shearn, Jason
Soares, Joao
Speelman, Lambert
Starly, Binil
Stemper, Brian
Stergiopulos, Nikos
Stitzel, Joel
Sun, Wei
Taber, Larry

Thomopoulos, Stavros
van Donkelaar, C
Vande Geest, Jonathan
Vanderby, Ray
VandeVord, Pamela
Vito, Raymond
Volokh, Konstantin
Voo, Liming
Wagner, Diane
Wayne, Jennifer
Weiss, Jeffrey
Winkelstein, Beth
Wojcik, Laura
Wu, Xiaoyi
Zamir, Evan
Zhang, Jiangyue
Zhang, Liying
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BIOENGINEERING DIVISION ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEES
The BED has four administrative
committees: Education, Honors
& Awards, Membership, and New
Directions (see report in this section). Reports of the Honors &
Awards and Membership Committees can be found in the
“Society Awards” section of this
newsletter (page 4).
Additionally, the BED selects rep-

resentatives to other bioengineering organizations and to
committees within ASME. Within
ASME, the BED has representatives to the Thurston Award Committee, the ASME annual meeting
(the “IMECE”), and the Basic Engineering Group (see report in
this section). Beyond ASME, the
BED has representatives to the
American Institute for Medical

and Biological Engineering and
the U.S. National Committee on
Biomechanics.

shop leaders were presented.
Workshop attendees were then
asked to start the development
of their own course objectives,
identify ways in which they might
meet those objectives, and discuss plans to assess if students
meet the course objectives.

( U C
Berkeley) was
a p pointed
as new
chair,
and Kris
Billiar
( W P I )
was apMohammad Mofrad
pointed
as new vice-chair.

A report from the education committee follows. Look for other
administrative committee reports
in the spring edition of this newsletter!

EDUCATION COMMITTEE
The Education Committee hosted
a poster session and two workshops at the 2009 SBC in Lake
Tahoe, California. A workshop on
“Teaching Undergraduate Biomechanics” was co-organized by
Larry Taber (Washington University in St. Louis) and Mohammad
Mofrad (UC Berkeley) with the
aim to foster ideas about how
best to teach and stimulate interest in Biomechanics among bioengineering students. Three eminent speakers presented their
views on this topic, followed by a
stimulating discussion that engaged a large audience. The
presentations slides are available
on public Websites (http://
BiomechanicsEducation.org) and
(http://BiofluidsEducation.org). A
second workshop, co-organized
by Michele Grimm (Wayne State
University) and Kris Billiar
(Worcester Polytechnic Institute,
WPI), was devoted to “Course
Development in Biomedical Engineering”. This interactive workshop focused on how to bring
ideas to the classroom and assess whether the teaching objectives are met. Examples of
courses developed by the work-

Two workshops have been lined
up for the 2010 SBC, one on using Lego robotics to teach (bio)
engineering and (bio)physics (see
p. 26 for details!), and a second
workshop on the topic of "Careerin-Industry" targeted at graduate
students. We also have a third
workshop in the queue, on the
important topic of "Mentoring is
for Everyone," which will most
likely be forwarded to the 2011
meeting, unless we can place it
in the 2010's already tight schedule!
As of the 2009 SBC, Dr. Jeffrey
Bischoff (Zimmer, Inc.) completed
his tenure as chair of the Education Committee (2006-2009). We
thank Jeff for his leadership over
the past three years and look forward to his continued contributions as an active member of the
committee. Mohammad Mofrad

The committee constitution continues to grow, and we welcome
new members and of course new
ideas and suggestions. In particular, we are eager to increase undergraduate and graduate student involvement. Anyone who
would like to join the committee,
suggest and/or organize an education session, or contribute Web
resources you have found valuable in your own teaching, please
contact the Education Committee
chair, Mohammad Mofrad, by
email: mofrad@berkeley.edu.
Mohammad R. K. Mofrad, Chair
BED Education Committee
2009 – 2012
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2010 SUMMER BIOENGINEERING CONFERENCE

Hello Bioengineering Division!
I might sound like broken record, but in fact I am emulating
the soothing, repetitive nature
of waves breaking on the beach
in Naples, Florida:
Naomi Chesler

The deadline for submitting
abstracts to SBC2010
is just days away!

To submit an abstract, download the template for the two-page extended abstracts
here:

Additional information can be found at the
conference website:
http://www.asmeconferences.org/sbc2010
Rita Patterson, the conference chair, Jeff
Holmes, the program chair, and I look forward to your participation in this exciting
meeting!
Some highlights are described below, and
our formal invitation to you is on the opposite page.
See you in Florida!

http://www.asmeconferences.org/sbc2010/
AuthorResources.cfm

Naomi Chesler
2010 SBC Information Chair

A PLENARY TALK HOSTED BY THE EDUCATION COMMITTEE

Matt Gounis

Rita Patterson

We are very excited that Professor Chris Rogers,
the director of the
Center for Engineering Education
Outreach (http://
www.ceeo.tufts.
edu) at Tufts University, has accepted our invitation to be one of
our plenary speakers at the 2010
Summer Bioengineering Meeting.
Prof. Rogers will
speak about his
program to use
robots to bring
engineering education
into
the

younger grades. Working with
LEGO, he has developed ROBOLAB, a robotic approach to
learning science and math.
ROBOLAB has already gone
into over 50,000 schools worldwide and has been translated
into 15 languages.

The goal of the workshop is to
teach the participants about
the LEGO system in an educational activity appropriate for
4th/5th graders and host a discussion on how to get started
working with participants' local
educators.

Prof. Rogers has further graciously offered to work with the
Education Committee to provide a workshop that will build
on the plenary lecture, The
Lego Robotics workshop will
allow participants -- those who
register and install appropriate
software on their laptops prior
to the meeting -- to use Lego
Robotics software and exercises developed at the Center
for Engineering Education and
Outreach at Tufts University.

The conference committee has
applied for additional funds to
purchase Lego robot systems
for attendees to bring back
home and start local programs
in their communities.
Matt Gounis and Rita Patterson
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CALL FOR PAPERS
2010 SUMMER BIOENGINEERING CONFERENCE
Naples, Florida, June 16‐19, 2010
The Bioengineering Division of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers cordially invites you to attend the 2010
Summer Bioengineering Conference, which will be held in at the
luxurious Naples Grande Beach Resort, located on 23 waterfront
acres along the Gulf Coast of Florida, near a natural mangrove
estuary and minutes from shopping and other attractions
An outstanding scientific
(www.naplesgranderesort.com).
program has been planned.
Plenary Lecture: Dr. Chris Rogers, Professor of Mechanical
Engineering and Director of the Center for Engineering Education and
Outreach at Tufts University will present a plenary lecture on Lego
Robotics for K12 education. He will also run a workshop on this topic.
Workshops: Building on the plenary lecture, The Lego Robotics
workshop will allow participants to use Lego Robotics software and
exercises developed at the Center for Engineering Education and
Outreach at Tufts University by Dr. Chris Rogers. Dr. Rogers will also
discuss how to train K‐12 students and teachers at a local school to use
Lego Robotics. A second workshop will be Part 2 of the Grand
Challenge Competition to predict in vivo knee loads. The goal of the
competition is to predict in vivo knee loads for two specified gait
patterns using any musculoskeletal modeling software and methods.
Participants will submit data files containing predicted medial and
lateral contact forces in advance through the normal abstract submission process (theme: Grand Challenge
Competition). More information is available at https://simtk.org/home/kneeloads. Actual in vivo contact force
measurements from a subject with a fully instrumented knee implant will be released after the abstract submission
deadline and the highest scoring abstracts will be presented in this workshop followed by a vigorous discussion.
Student Paper Competition: The Summer Bioengineering Conference is an outstanding venue for student
researchers to present their work. Abstracts are solicited for our Student Paper Competition at the BS, MS and PhD
levels. Students selected for the competition will present their work in dedicated student poster sessions and in
highlighted oral sessions (PhD only). Cash awards will be made to the top papers at each level in multiple technical
areas.
Additional information and instructions for the submission process are available at
www.asmeconferences.org/SBC2010/StudentCompetitions.cfm.

Submission of abstracts in all areas of bioengineering
and biomechanics are invited
Submission instructions may be found at www.asmeconferences.org/SBC2010.
Important Dates: January 15, 2010 Submission of two‐page abstracts (including Student Competitions),
March 31, 2010 Notification of Authors
Conference Chair:
Rita M. Patterson, Ph.D.
University of North Texas Health Science Center

Program Chair:
Jeff Holmes, M.D., Ph.D.
University of Virginia

We are pleased to announce that our 2010 event patron, SIMULIA, is offering a unique Abaqus Bioengineering Research Program
with significant benefits. See www.asmeconferences.org/SBC2010 for more details.

http://divisions.asme.org/bed/
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